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Dorm securityReporters room while night clerks snooze
Despite the continued rise of
campus crime statistics and recent
reports of rape and attempted rape in
University dormitories, two News
reporters last week found residence
hall security lax.
Without an escort. Carl Remensky
spent the wee hours of Tuesday.
Thursday and Friday mornings touring
women's residence halls and Debbie
Gebolys walked through the men's
dorms Tuesday and Wednesday
mornings. Both reporters did their
trespassing between 12:30 a.m. and
3:30 a.m.
Each averaged about three and
one-half hours in the dorms.
ACCORDING TO night guard
operations procedure, a night guard is
to be "alert for...unauthorized persons
in the building." The procedure also
states that 'The primary duty of the
night guard is to observe, report and
deter violations by your (the night
guard'sl presence."
According to Dr. Ri-hard R. Eakin.
vice provost for student affairs, more

night guards have been on duty since
the- reported rape. However, neither
reporter encountered many guards.
Most guards who saw Remensky and
Gebolys paid little attention to them.
Both reporters walked through the
halls at a deliberate pace, stopping at
water fountains, looking into lounges
and at reading material on bulletin

This story was researched and written by
News special projects editor Carl Remensky
and special projects reporter Debbie Gebolys.
boards and doors. Once inside the
dorms, neither reporter attempted to
hide from residents or night guards.
Remensky entered the front of
Ashley. Chapman, and McDonald East
halls and Founders Quad, telling the
night desk clerk that he had to go to
the washroom. After leaving the
washroom, he walked into the halls.
None of the desk clerks bothered 10
make sure he left the dorm after
leaving the washrooms.

CBs used for security
Four walkie-talkies will be used on a trial basis by dormitory night
guards and desk clerks for the remainder of this quarter and during the
summer session, Dr. Richard R. Eakin, vice provost for student affairs, said
Friday.
The radios will be used to coordinate hall patrols between niglil guard)
and desk clerks.

Gregg E. Carrick, senior, and Ruth Anne Vogel. junior, both night
guards in Harshman Quadrangle, study to keep awake during their
tours of duty. Although these night guards were in the quad, two
News reporters managed to get in Harshman and the other dorms
and in three nights managed to spend about three hours as part of
an attempt at analyzing dorm security which supposedly has been
increased. (Newsphoto by Mindy Milliganl

EAKIN SAID it has already been determined that the radios, five-wall
citizens band transceivers, will operate within buildings
The purchase of the walkie-talkies was made possible by a contribution
to the University Foundation by University Trustee Norman Rude. Eakin
said. The contribution is enough to purchase 10 radios.
"He and the rest of the trustees arc very much concerned about
dormitory security." Eakin said.
If the trial period is successful, six more transceivers will be purchased.

Carter challenged but still ahead
By The Associated Press
Three Democrats try again today to
slow down Jimmy Carter's drive for
their party's presidential nomination.
But despite some recent success, the
numbers are working against them.
» ■ There are primaries scheduled in
Island. South Dakota and
t Rhode
Montana. In each. Carter is being
challenged by a combination of Sen.
Frank Church of Idaho. Rep. Morris
K. Udall of Arizona and California
Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.-a
combination that has given him so
much trouble in the past three weeks.
But whatever happens-and it is
possible that Carter could lose all
three--the former Georgia governor
will get some of the 56 delegates at
stake and add to his delegate total,
now at 883 of the 1,505 needed for
nomination.
Udall,
his
closest
pursuer, has 301.5.
THERE ARE also Republican
primaries producing a total of 59
delegates in three states, with
President Ford once again facing
Ronald Reagan. Neither man has
campaigned in any of them and both
took it easy dunng the Memorial Day
weekend.
Carter. Brown and Church all spent
Memorial Day in Rhode Island, where
the most interesting contest shapes up.
Carter, who last week said he expected

Speeding down the front straight
at Indianapolis Sunday were (left
to right) Gordon Johncock,
Duane Carter, Wally DaOenbach
and Johnny Rutherford, who was
declared the winner after 255
miles. The rain-shortened race is
the subject of photo editor Lance
Wym's story on page five.
(Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

to win there, de-escalated that
statement yesterday saying only. "I
have a good chance to win i" Rhode
Island."
The primary has two phases i
"beauty contest" for the popular vote
and a separate contest tor the 22
delegates.
CHURCH, who defeated Carter in
Nebraska and Oregon, is the main
challenger to Cartel in the Rhode
Island popular vote, where latecomer
Brown, who won in Marlyand and
Nevada, is seeking write-ins. In the
delegate race. Brown is idling
supporters to back the uncommitted
slate.
In
South
Dakoia. Udall. a
seven-time runnerup. says he has a
good chance foi his fnsi Victory there
and says it will give him momentum
going into Ohio. Church is believed to
be the favorite in Montana, which
borders his native Idaho. Each state
awards 17 delegates.
The June 8 primaries in Ohio,
California and New Jersey will
produce 540 Democratic delegates.
Carter's main problem going into the
contests will be to renew his image as a
winner. Since Church and Brown have
begun active campaigning, he has lost
to one of them in every state where
they have put forth a serious effort.
NONETHELESS. Carter's delegate

accumulation continues. He could lose
all three primaries this week and all
tluee on June 8 and still be some 200
delegates
richer
because
of
proportional representation.
Additional states will pick delegates
in conventions. There are also
uncommitted delegates and those
pledged to candidates who have
withdrawn that may go to Carter. With
them, he is almost sure to have more
than 1.100 delegates going into the
convention.
The Republican races in today's
three primary states have been
relatively dormant with both men
aiming for the June 8 primaries and
their 321 delegates. Neither Ford nor
Reagan has been to any of (he three
and the 59 delegates may be split
fairly evenly.
FORD IS BELIEVED to have solid
lead in Rhode Island and some GOP
leaders there figure he can win all or
most of the 19 delegates. Montana and
South Dakota are less clear, although
Reagan is given an edge in both, which
will award 20 delegates each in
proportion to the vote.
In a related development. Reagan's
campaign manager. John P. Sears, said
yesterday that his candidate has
decided to spend next weekend In
Ohio to capitalize on support there
that "has been increasing steadily."
Reagan had originally planned to
concentrate on California. Ford's

IN COMPTON
Hall Tuesday
morning. Remensky entered through
the front entrance and walked up the
stairway. The desk clerk was watching
television and apparently never saw
him.
In Batchelder and Dunbar lulls heleft through the front entrances,
unescorted and in full view of the desk

California campaign director. David
Liggett, said Reagan's decision to go
cast was clearly a mark of confidence
about the stale which twice elected
him governor.
But Liggett, who conceded that
Reagan leads in California, added: "It
could be overconfidencc."
Reagan picked up support yesterday
from Thomas B. Curtis, former head
of the Federal Election Commission
(FEC) who said he was upset by
Congress's restructuring of the FEC
and Ford's acquiesence in it. Curtis, a
former congressman, said he would
run as a delegate-at-large pledged to
Reagan in Missouri.

clerk. The Batchelder guard said
nothing and the Dunbar night desk
clerk was asleep at 3:28 a.m. Tuesday
when Remensky walked past. He had
entered both lulls through cafeteria
lounges
connected
to
other
dormitories.
Remensky had difficulty in only
two dorms. In McDonald North, which
closes at midnight on weekdays, night
guard Patrick llickcy. senior, saw him
walking through the fourth floor
television
lounge.
Ilickey
told
Remensky it was after hours and
insisted on escorting him downstairs
and out the front doors.
He could not get past the night desk
clerk in Offenhauer West, so he had a
friend come to the back entrance and
let him in. He then toured the halls
unescorted and without further
encounters.
ALTHOUGH HE did not enter
through side entrances. Remensky did
try to open every side or back dorm
door from the outside. He tound an
improperly locked door in Dunbar
Hall and a door ajar on the McDonald
West loading dock. Night guard
operations procedure instructs the
guards to "secure all unguarded
doors."
Remensky randomly checked about
50 residence doors and found six of
them unlocked.
Of the 74 women Remensky
encountered in the halls, only six
asked him why he was unescorted or
in the dorm after hours. All six
accepted the explanation that he had
just left his girlfriend's room and was
leaving the dorm, yet none made sure
he had actually left.
When they saw Remensky. most
women reacted with smiles or stares. A
few said hello.
EVEN ON the fourth floor of
Mooney Hall, where males are
prohibited at all times except in the
main lounges, Remensky was allowed
to continue unescorted
Friday

morning after telling a resident his
"girlfriend" story.
Gebolys also found her trip fairly
easy. Only one night desk clerk,
Michael J. Black, junior, working in
Prout Hall, prevented her from
entering without an escort. Gebolys
entered the dorm later through an
unlocked side door.
In all other men's dorms. Gebolys
entered through the main entrance,
except for Kohl Hall and Rodgers
Quad, where she entered through
unlocked side doors. A friend let her
into Conklin through an inside
entrance.
GEBOLYS LEFT both Rodgers and
Kohl through their main entrances
Wednesday morning. There were no
night desk clerks at their posts in
either dorm.
Gebolys was seen by at least 48 men
while she toured the dorms, and only
one, an Anderson Hall resident, asked
her what she was doing.
While most men do not consider
unescorted women a threat, Eakin
agreed that an unescorted woman in a
men's residence unit could be a
potential thief or vandal.
When told of the trespassing of the
two reporters, Eakin said, "We're
going to have to try to get better
enforcement. I'm really surprised you
(the reporters) weren't stopped."
He explained that the night guards
"can't be everywhere at once" and
that the University has tried to
convince dorm residents that the
enforcement of trespassing rules is
everyone's job.
"We have asked for and continue to
seek enforcement of residence hall
policy with the help of the residents,"
Eakin said.
"If what you say is true, it suggests
I ought to look into why this system is
not working."

Weather
Chance of showers and cooler
today with a high in the mid and
upper 60s. (loudy and coaler
tonight, low in the lower 50s.
Partly cloudy tomorrow with a
high in the mid and upper 60s.
Chance of rain 50 per cent today
and 20 per cent tonight.

Cleveland sees arson level rise
CLEVELAND (AP)--Spring is the
hot season for the arson squad, and
this year already is hotter than last
year. Fire Capt. Robert E. Gold says.
Gold, who heads the Cleveland Fire
Department's arson
investigators,
counted 1.976 arsons last year, an
average of about five per day.
He says that among them, about
800 vacant houses were put to the
torch, at least half by juveniles.
The total is 3,000 per cent more
than in 1965, he adds.
And the average is misleading-most
of the fires come on weekends in late
spring and early summer. Gold says.

THE MAY 22 weekend was typical,
he explains-nine fires in empty
houses, one in an old apartment
building.
The only way to reduce the number
of set fires in abandoned buildings is
to enforce the city's curfew and to
tear down the buildings before
arsonists set them ablaze.
Cleveland has tightened its curfew
enforcement but even if the curfew
was fully effective, he adds, that leaves
all the fires set by adults. He also notes
that leveling vacant buildings is a slow

process involving a variety of legal
snags.
AUTHORITIES believe it was arson
that produced the flames which
leveled much of a three-Hock area on
Cleveland's East Side on May 5. They
say two youths were seen running
from two nearby burning homes
shortly before a third ignited the fire
which swept 28 homes and left about
60 families homeless.
Charles L. Sheboy, city housing
commissioner, says 600 houses have
been condemned this year and should
be demolished. Firemen say about 250
of them already are scorched shells.
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brown draws widespread support

apathy is hazardous
After last week's investigation by the News examining dormitory
security, Dr. Richard R. Eakin. vice provost for student affairs, was
told of the apparent disregard by night guards and night desk clerks
for their jobs.
"If what you say is true, it suggests I ought to look into why this
system is not working," was fcakin's response to the charges. It's
about time somebody docs something.
Eakin is moving in the right direction by purchasing four
walkie-talkies to be used by night guards and desk clerks, but the
crux of the problem lies in the fact that many guards and clerks just
don't care about their jobs.
How can the administration hope to increase dorm security when
the people who are supposed to use the walkie-talkies insist on
sleeping, studying, sitting for hours with eyes glued to a television
and generally not doing the job they were hired to do?
The News' investigation showed that, almost without exception,
unauthorized persons were not prohibited from entering housing
units after hours, many times simply walking past the evidently
apathetic night desk clerks.
Nearly all residents who passed the wandering strangers failed to
question them about what they were doing in dorms long after the
end of visitation hours.
If rapes and dorm vandalism are to be curtailed in the future, the
University must hire dedicated, energetic night guards who will
perform their jobs as they were intended, not as an all-night study
session, television marathon and snooze time.
It is bad enough that apathy has meant the end of many
worthwhile University programs and activities, but apathetic students
must not be allowed to further endanger the safety of their peers.

WASHINGTON-The hunger of
Democratic votejj for a glamour boy
to lead the party in November has
never been more evident than this
year. Tuesday's primaries underscored
il very dearly.
New face Jimmy Carter, although
his smile is gelling a bit shopworn,
took
Kentucky.
Tennessee and
Arkansas. New face Frank Church
took his home state of Idaho and
handily won in Oregon. And the
newest face in the race. Jerry Brown,
was the victor in Nevada, and showed
unusual strength in Oregon with an
amazing write-in campaign that came
dose to edging Carter out of second
place.
Brown deserves closer analysis than
his delegate count suggests. Even if
one adds his certain victory in his
home state on June 8 to a strong
showing in Maryland and Nevada, the
young California governor still will go
into the Madison Square Garden
convention with only a modest tally of
committed delegaies out of the 1,505.
needed to win the nomination.
YET BROWN is the holiest cornel
jusl now in (he Democratic skies and
cornels have a way of grabbing
attention. That's precisely what he
hopes to accomplish if Jimmy Carter
comes into the convention hall with
insufficient delegates to clinch a
first-ballot victory.

WASHINGTON-Some
of
the
people in West Virginia are trying to
figure out what happened to about 50
billion tons of low-sulfui Appalachian
coal. Il was there in US Bureau of
Mines' estimates of coal reserves until
the mid or late °(>0s and then it
vanished. Since that's enough coal to
take care of our needs for at least 50
years, the West Virginia people arc
reasonably suic they would have
noticed if somebody had come, dug it
up and shipped it out.
What happened, of course, is (hat il
got redefined as high-sulfur coal and
was shifted over to another column in
Ihe tables. That's bad news for West
Virginia and Ihe coal-producing
regions of neighboring stales since die

Nicholas
vonHoffman

high-sulphur stuff is regarded as an
environmental hazard and can't be
burned.
At the same time the nation has
been told not to worry its pretty little
head aboul such matters because
there's plenty of low-sulfur, healthy
coal out west. You can'l have missed
(hat message with ill those "thought
you'd like to know" television
commercials sponsored by Exxon.
THE FACT that it's Exxon which is
passing on this reassuring information
gives rise to a question: Is ihe
environmental safely of various kinds
of coal determined by ils chemical
piopcrties or by who owns it? Western
coal ownership is dominated by oil
companies and railroads. The latter
stand to make a double buck out of it.
first from the coal itself and then the
profits of shipping It, That may
explain this interesting quote by
George R Powe of Burlington,
Northern Inc.:
"Ours is both a transportation and a
natural resources firm. We have
minable coal reserves estimated al
more than 11.4 billion tons, chiefly in
Montana and North Dakota. Much of
Ibis coal lies in thick deposits close to
Ihe surface where it can be mined
cheaply.In addition to the use of
western coal by Detroit area uillnies.
western coal will move by tail and
barge to power plants in Ihe Middle

^AUTHOR
'
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Lerrers
deletion

1 wish to compliment the BG News
on its, new tiend toward exact
reporting. I noticed in the wrileup of
ihe (hinua Achebe piograni (BG News
May 14. 1976) that there was noi one
single mi sst a lenient Everything that
was presented was an actual fact.
Congratulations.
1 recognize however in llie move
towaid this excellence errors an Will
made and I wish to t.ike issue for a
moment with your copy editor,
Charles Eckstein.
When Donnell White interviewed me
(BG News May 19. |97b) there was I
statement thai he had written in Ins
own language which 1 asked him to
correct into my own words. I saw him
make the correction, but
the
statement appeared in the paper
anyway.
He informed me that die copy
editor thought that someone else had
taken out the words "shows overt
racist and prejudiced attitudes..." and
without checking he simply put them
back in. I do not use such words as
racist and prejudice because I
understand fully the underlying

connotations. There is nothing wiong
with being a racist. The word racist
should be studied carefully, by those
who think that it creates some great
emotional response among intelligent
people The suffix "ist" means an
adherent, a believer.
The word race means any of the
different
varieties of mankind,
distinguished by form of hair, color of
skin and eyes, stature, bodily
proportions, etc. (Webster's New
World Dictionary) Now. if a man
believes in oi is an adherent of a
variety of mankind, there is no blame
on him for thai I am a racist because I
believe in my own race and adhere lo
ihe principles by which we live. I think
that is very positive. As far as
prejudice is concerned, everyone has
some prejudices.
If someone is attempting to develop
a controversy over words, it has failed.
No one reacts violently to these worth
anymore and I hope that as others
read this letter they too will see the
(rick in the use of words to keep us
from getting to know each other and
getting to work together to bring
about a more peaceful world. Any
man who does not love himself, love
his own people and then reach out

includes over 150 names for ihe
presidency. Hubert Humphrey is in* |
second place, but far behind Brown.'
with only about 10 percent of the, |
returns. President Ford, Ronaldt
Reagan, and Carter trail Humphrey.
r-

THE READER votes for Brown are.
coming from both Democrats and,
Republicans, from young persons and
the
elderly. from persons in*
professional life and from blue-collar* I
workers. Moreover (and I find ihist
extremely revealing), the votes for him
are coming as heavily from states east4
of the Mississippi as from the west.
Indeed, California is. if anything,
underrepresented in this national |
citizens' referendum.
Readers in Maryland, for example. |
were proposing Brown even before he
announced he would enter the primary
there.
There is no indication, in other, I
words, that Brown is benefiting from I
an organized efTort to influence the
survey.
*
There's still lime to vote your* I
personal presidential choice before ihe(
July 4 deadline. Send die name of
your nominee to "Citizens' Choice.'*
525
National
Press
Building..
Washington. D.C. 20045. In Ihe next,!
report. I'll take a look at some of the
interesting noiip.iliiic.il persons whom' |
readers think would make a good*
president.
«

pouring oil on troubled coal

save that old news
Although you may find the News a good source of paper for your
bird cage or kitty litter, readers without pets, or who have
well-trained roommates, can contribute their old papers to another
worthy cause.
Saturday is our quarterly Save the News drive. In an effort to
better the world in which we live, we are asking that you bring your
old newspapers to the Save the News drive for recycling.
If you haven't been saving your papers all quarter, this is your
chance to save them for a week. We're not too picky on what papers
we'll accept, but we ask that you bring only newspapers, not
magazines or telephone books.
We liked what we saw last quarter when entire floors, like fifth
floor Harmon, pitched in to bring out a load of papers to the truck.
So here's a challenge-let's see which floor brings out the most papers
to the truck Saturday while it is parked behind Moseley Hall.

There's a tendency, undoubtedly
formented by the rival candidates, to
discount the Brown phenomenon as
jusl a political aberration. Many press
accounts have suggested that Brown
instead of Carter won Maryland
because he had the backing of the
stale Democratic organization led by
Governor Marvin Mandel.
Other commentators argue that
Brown won Nevada because of his
alliance with party politicians, that he
ran well in Oregon because he was part
of the larger stop-Carter movement,
and that in all three slates and in
Rhode Island next week. Jerry Brown
is being aided by an expensive and
massive media campaign.
While all of these are factors that
can't be dismissed, they fall short of
accounting for the young governor's
unusual and fasl-rising popularity in
the dosing days of the primaries.

INDEED, THE Gallup poll's
discovery last week that Brown now
has a solid hold on third-place among
■he presidential choices of Democratic
voters nationwide, is something that
has been reflected all along in this
column's "Citizen's Choice" survey of.
reader preferences.
Back in March, when only five of
the thirty primanes had been held, I
launched a mail referendum that asked
readers a simple question: "If the
decision were yours to make, who
would you like to see as the next
president of the United States?" Twv
things happened almost immediately.
The response was overwhelming, with
letters and cards pouring in from every
stale and even from Americans abroad.
I was braced for that, given the
rather lackluster array, of candidates
running for the White House this year.
Bui I was genuinely surprised by the
second development. Right from the
outset, the name of Jerry Brown of
California began dominating the mail.
And by a wide margin.
Although readers proposed 118
individuals from all walks of life as
their favorites for president. Brown
was proposed by almost Is" percent of
the participants as early as mid-April
Two weeks later, the "Citizens'
Choice" mail showed Brown with 38
percent support. This week, my mail
tally has Brown running at 4° percent.
The list of readers' nominees now

for others (a process which we must all
go through as a result of having lived
in a kindeigarten society that has
separated people on the base of color)
Caonot be trusted.
It is the experience of learning to
love, respect and accept oneself, that
leaches the nuances of love, respect
and acceptance of others. Therefore,
being a racist is only one of the sleps
that all men must take lo become a
part of the larger society without
regard lo race, creed, color, religion,
sex. etc.
Thank you. Mr. Copywnter. for
allowing me this opportunity to
express a much needed thought. The
next connotations. I would suggest
thai you delete immediately.
I would like to add one thought that
I have met many black people in my
life who are white racists. So the term
racist becomes meaningless when you
try to stir up controversy.
Einor X Stubbs
851 Napoleon No. 41

hones//
An expression of a public thank you
to: Sue Cahill. Jan Springett. Jane
Hess and Denise Smith for their
honesty and promptness in contacting

West and East, even lo West Virginia,
ihe nation's major coal producing
stale."
Unill recently bringing coals to
Newcastle was in the same category as
selling refrigerators to Eskimos Now il
appears it's on its way to becoming
national fuel policy.
You can't help wondering if eastern
coal would be so enviommentally
obnoxious if there were a different
pattern of ownership in Appalachia.
The oil companies haven'l been able to
nuzzle their way into the region as
they have in the west. By tradition,
contacts and knowledge it's been
relatively easy for them to lease
governinenl-owned coal fields in the
west, while easlern coal ownership is
private and. to a considerable degree,
broken up into smaller.holdings.
IS WESTERN cftal' truly'-saW?*
There is a very large amount of eastern
coal-nobody knows exactly how
IIIIKIIIII.II assays at significantly less
than one per cent sulfur content. That
makes it environmentally competitive
with western coal. There's also a lot
that comes in around 1.20 to 1.30 per
cent, which is above Environmental
Protection Agency standards, but that
doesn't necessarily knock it out of
consideration.
In general easlern coal gives off
much, much more heat per pound.
Western coal tends to be very poor
grade stuff, which means you have to
burn more of it to get one kilowatt of
electricity, so much more of it that,
even if il has a lower sulfur content, il
may still be the greater pollutant. This
is especially true if a given powei plant
burns a combination of low-and
middle-sulfur content eastern coal.
The case for the superionty of
western coal hasn't been established,
only ihe drawbacks to ils use. The
most obvious is to put West Virginia
hack on the dole. "Our mines are
closing, 'coal prices are declining and

me when they found my checkbook
off campus • Thanks gals.
Dennis J. Burdick
200 Libbey-Owens-Ford Building
Toledo

I was upset to read that WBGU-FM
may have to discontinue broadcasting.
Since the day two and a half years ago
when I discovered its informative.
Creative and interesting programming.
I've been a faithful listener of this
station. On a college campus there is a
need for an alternative to the often
monotonous commercial stations.
WBGU provides listeners with
in-depth news reports, information on
developments in the ans and sciences
and a variety of music, from folk lo
classical. In addition to its service to
the listeners., such a station gives
broadcasting students a chance to
work with this type of programming
which many new radio stations are
adopting.
I
hope
that
the
administration considers the important
functions of WBGU when deciding its
fate.
Connie Philipot
518 0ffenhauerEast

correction
The News would like to correct al
mistake inadvertantly made in its I
Friday issue endorsements for thel
June 8 election. We accidentally
checked the box maiked "no" for)
Issue 2 and the ""yes" box for Issue 3,
when we support Issue 2 and strictly |
oppose Issue 3. We regret the erior.

■me BG news

s

shock waves

jobs are being lost as western coal
invades traditional West Virignna
markets.'' laments the mayor ofl
Charleston. W.Va.. John Hutchinson,|
"At the same time we are wasting
thousands of gallons of oil to bring
western coal to these maikets."
By contrast Appalachian coal is,]
situated in Ihe middle of a vast inland
river complex so thai it can be shipped'
to many of the major markets of the" I
East and Midwest by barge, which is. |
not only the cheapest form of
transporation. but the most energy
efficient.
'
Moreover, much, though by noi|
means all, of eastern coal is to tx
found undei mountainous terrain
that's not particularly desirable for* |
agriculture.
,
THE
DECISION
to
truck
•Vow-qUatityC'high-cost western|coal tc
markets more than a thousand milea I
away could not have been made sij
easily if the electric utility companies
had an incentive to act in ait
economically judicious way. Many oi
them can pass increases in fuel costs
directly on to their customers, so why I
bother shopping for a price? Not all dl I
them behave in this profligate fashiorv I
Several years ago Duke Power in Norlh I
Carolina not only signed a contract
with a small West Virginia compaf*
for low-cost, low-sulfur coal, bull
arranged for a line of credit so that tlu
mining company would have Ihe |
capital lo expand its production.
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salts managar

douglai a. blank '
gordon t. aayra '
h/nna q. nsarsak ,

Tha BG Nawt it pubiianod Tuaadaya *Vu Fridays during tlw ragular school yoar, and i
onoa a waak during tha lummar stations, undar authority ol aha Publication, Commitm "
of Bowling Groan Stata Univartlty.
Opinions axpraaaad in aditorial cartoons or othar columns In tha Nsws do not
nsotssanly redact tha opinions of On Uniaartity Administration, faculty or staff or tha ,
Stata of Ohio Opinions aapraasad by columnists do not nataaitrity raflact tha opinions
of Tha BO Naws. Editoriah in tha BO Nawt raflact tha opinions of tha majority of *
mambart of tha BO Nawt Editorial Board.
,
Editorial and Buainaaa Otfleas
106 Uniaarsity Hall
.
■hona 372 2003
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day in review
From A*odate4 fnm Raportn
MARTHA MITCHELL, a small town
prl who became a peppery personality In
the Nixon administration and later Its
noisy critic, died yesterday of a rare and
painful form of cancer.
Mitchell, 57, who once refused to bow
to Queen Elizabeth, asked a newspaper to
"crucify" a senator and hit a reporter on
the head, died of cancer of the bone
marrow at Sloan-Keiteiing Memorial
Cancer Center.
She had added piquance to the
political world with her late-night
telephone calls to the press and her shrill,
shoot-from-the-hip
opinions
on
everything from communism to dirty
politics.

AGAINST A BACKDROP of concern
that mushrooming numbers of the
wretchedly poor will overwhelm the
world's cities, the United Nations opened
a world conference today in Vancouver,
BC, on the future of the earth's urban
communities.
UN urban specialists have predicted
that in the next 25 years urban areas that
already hold some 700 million people will
absorb another 1.8 billion-most of them
poor and unskilled.
Even the most advanced and developed
nations face inadequate housing, poor
transportation,
unemployment
and
strained or crumbling social structures,
the experts say.
The conference, the first such world
meeting on local government, runs
through Jurte 11 and is expected to
attract 4,000 delegates from 130 nations.

TALK EXPECTED to end the "cod
war" over fishing rights between Britain
and Iceland opened yesterday while a
similar dispute between Italy on one side
and Libya and Tunisia on the other
heated up in the Mediterranean.
A nine-member British delegations
headed by Foreign Secretary Anthony
Crosland and a seven-man Icelandic group
led by Foreign Minister Einar Augustsson
met in Oslo, Norway, and exchanged
proposals.
Iceland reportedly wants to limit
Britain to 35,000 tons of cod a year from
its waters. In 1974, British ships took
150,000 tons of cod, the most popular
fish in Britain.
Norwegian sources said that Britain
and Iceland have agreed in principle to a
six-month truce while they work out the
longer agreement.

THE SOVIET UNION faces a series of
diplomatic problems in the wake of the
Angolan war and may not immediately
increase its support to black Africans
fighting Rhodesia and South Africa,
according to African and Western
diplomats in Moscow.
The diplomats cite the withdrawal of
Cuban forces from Angola, reported just
Saturday by the Soviet media, as a sign
that the Communist Woe plans no more
direct combat help at present to African
liberation movements.

AMERICAN SCIENTISTS probing
Loch Ness this summer in search of its
legendary monster will find an unusual
abundance of that old essential of a
monster's privacy: murk.
Dr. Robert R Rines of Concord, NH,
and the best-equipped team of ogre
hunters in the Loch Ness Monster's
1.500-year history, are due in the
lochside hamlet of Drumnadrochit.
Scotland, today.
They hope to get stereo photographs
of Nessie in one of its reputed favorite
feeding haunts, the
120-feet-deep
Urquhart Bay. The loch is 754 feet down
at its deepest point.
But Ed Longmore, a Scottish
commercial diver, says visibility in the
loch this year is "abysmal"--the worst in
five years, because of deposits of peat
washed into the loch by recent heavy
rains.
"Even within a few feet of the surface,
a diver is unable to see his outstretched
hand in the murk." Longmore said.
This year, with refined photo and
sonar equipment and the help of
photography expert Harold E. Edgerton
of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, the Americans hope to come
up with better pictures and perhaps even
some bones from the bottom of the
Loch.

WITH NO ADDITION to exhausted
strike benefits, the rubber workers' chief
ays it's now a matter of proving "the
human spirit is stronger than money"
when talks resume today in the
42-day old deadlock.
That left 60,000 members on the
picket lines in their strike against the
industry's Big Four-Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co., B.F. Goodrich Co., Firestone
Tire & Rubber Co.. and Uniroyal Inc.

REPUBLICAN PARTY fundraisers are
trying to convince previous big donors to
GOP candidates that they should channel
their donations directly to the party now
that
federal
law
strictly
limits
contributions to federal office seekers.
They find the new election law
thrusting the party organization into a far
more central role in amassing funds for
presidential, Senate and House elections.
If the fat-check writers can't be
convinced to make the party organization
their major beneficiary, the Republicans
fear they 11 be overwhelmed by labor
union money aiding Democrats.

FREE-LANCE
WRITER
Bobby
Wheeler made $21,240 in the last year.
He is engaged to married next month, and
he lives comfortably with almost no
expenses.
He is serving a 10-year-to-life sentence
in San Quentin prison for armed robbery.
Since last June, the 28-year-old convict
has sold stories to Playboy, Penthouse,
Redbook, Sports Illustrated and Boys'
Life and worked on scripts for two TV
shows--"Policewoman" and "On the
Rocks."
He says prison life is comfortable, that
he likes stealing, and that his return
address probably helps sell his articles.
"The biggest problems with California
prisons is that they're comfortable," he
says. If they weren't, he said, "people
wouldn't be as apt to come back.

Greek-life paper begins publication in fall
Starting fall quarter, an
all-greek
newspaper
sponsored
by
the
Inter-Fraternity
Council
(IFO
and
Panhdlenic
Council,
will
begin
publication on a regular
basis to promote and inform
people about greek life.
"The paper will be
published three times a
quarter with half of it being
informative
and
half
promotion-minded,"
said
Eddie
R.
Fahoury,
originator of the idea.

"Around four or five
years ago, the all-greek
paper at the time, Greek
Horizons, folded due to a
lack of money. During this
past
winter,
Rick
Curschman and I came up
with the idea to start a
greek newspaper while at a
conference of fraternity
presidents...in
Monroe,
Michigan," Fahoury said.
"WE HOPE to make the
paper
attractive
to
interested
students,"

Fahoury said. "The actual
copy will be similar to the
Sporting
News
in
appearance, with a length
somewhere between four
and eight pages."
Oct. I is the target date
for the first issue with
circulation
campus-wide.
Approximately 1.500-2.000
copies will be distributed in
each greek living unit in
addition to major buildings
such as the Union, dorms,
classroom buildings and the
Commuter Center.

The News holiday blues
Commentary by
Dennis J. Sadowski
Staff Reporter

Bob Bortel. our make-up
editor, just walked in.
"Hi, Dennis."

all like her though. She's
someone for us to make fun
of because she's Polish.

Have you ever gone to
your job, only to find there
is not any work for you to
do, but still hang around in
hopes of finding some?
That's the kind of day I
had yesterday. Memorial
Day 1976.
Somebody once said,
"No news is good news."
is
getting
But
this
ridiculous.
The wire machine hasn't
been transmitting for quite
some time now. Oh. boy.
there it goes! It's 2 p.m. and
about time something is
happening...
...The only thing that
came over was the weekend
traffic death toll. It's a
shame that people have to
die on the highways. There's
no reason for it. If only
everyone, and I mean
EVERYONE.
watched
how they drove, most
accidents could be avoided.
EVERYBODY'S
out
having a good time on this
Memorial Day. And here 1
sit in an office where they
forgot to turn off the heat. I
know what'II happen next
winter. When the wind is
a-Wowin' and the snow is
falling, the heat won't be on
and I'll be wishing it was
May all over again.

"Hi, Bob." He goes to
work laying out tomorrow's
paper, even though we still
don't' ave much news.

Jim Sluzewski, editorial
editor and Joe Wollet,
editor, are sitting at the
classified ads desk trying to
figure out who's going
where next Tuesday to
cover elections. Usually,
they get up and dance for us
in the back office all
afternoon, but because
there are only three others
here, they're sitting down
and comparing which names
sound best in which city.

Bon el brings out his
yo-yo to get his jollies. With
his cigarette hanging from
his mouth, he stands in the
back room playing with that
ever-popular toy from his
childhood. The only trouble
is he keeps forgetting to tug
up on it, and has to keep
rewinding
the
string
whenever he lets the yo-yo
fall.
I look out the window.
No one is out on campus. It
looks like the plague has
struck Bowling Green, and
I'm the last hope for
survival. The clouds even
look lifeless. They just sit
there, not moving, not
raining, not doing anything.
What's
wrong
with
everything around here?
What gets me is that we
have eight staff reporters,
and
only
one
is
working--me!
Renee
Murawski. another one of
our reporters, was in this
morning. She got a story she
didn't like and left. That's
what I call dedication. We

Standing here, looking
out the windows of the
office. I never realized how
beautiful Moseley Hall looks
in spring. The yellow-brown
bricks are perfectly laid by
the masons. The cracked
and peeling paint from the
window frames adds that
touch of class that every
university needs-age.
Things are starting to
pick up around here. People
are starting to walk around
laying out pages, taking wire
off the AP machine, looking
like journalists again.
Now you know what It's
like down here on a slow
news day. Enough of this
funny stuff. Let's get back
to work.

Pendleton
Realty

Please call us at

352-1619
or
353-3641

SUMMER JOBS

Save the News drive
Bring your stacks June 5

OPENINGS IN EDITORIAL, PHOTO,
AND ADVERTISING SALES.

LAWN CONCERT
Symphonic Bank and Men's Chorus
Mark S. Kelly
Richard A. Mathey
Conductor
Conductor

Bring your Lawn Chairs, Your
Friends — the Whole Family!
Student Sarvicas
Building
Wednesday.
June 2, 1976
7t00 pan.

Plenty of
Free Perking adjacent
to Memorial Hell end
North off Heelth Center

************

* SEWING t
f MACHINE *
t REPAIR t
* IN YOUR ROOM J
♦ CLEAN. OIL. ADJUST*
J
ALL MAKES
*

PRODUCTION STAFF WILL ALSO BE HIRED FOR JOBS THAT
WILL CARRY INTO REGULAR SCHOOL YEAR. OPENINGS FOR
PRODUCTION MANAGER. EDITORIAL LAYOUT. ADVERTISING
LAYOUT. AND TWO TYPISTS.
APPLICATIONS ARE A VAILABLE ATTheBG News, 106 Univ. Hall
and must be returned by 5 p.m., June 2nd.

ABORTION
Starling Hale
$12.1
I -24 HIT/.' pregnancy
terminated bv
Licensed Gynecologist
CCOtl TOVOURARIA
I iNI ST 1 AC ILI TICS AND
WOO! HN TLCHNIQUES

« 352-5600 *

CALL TOLL FREE
800-3621205

«
hrs. 10-5
************

TUESDAY'S
SPECIALS
20%
off

ALL UNCERIE
Slips
Bras
Panties

ALL COTTON LONGSLEEVE BLOUSES
Prints and Solids

30%

Off

Now
17"

HOODED
PLA YSUIT
-REG. 28.00

NA UTICA LACR YUC SWEA TERS

Reg. 16.00-18.00 NOW 3**~7**
POT O' GLOSS
- REG. 2.50

Tues.
_ 1"

OPEN TILL 9:00 P.M.

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge

CONGRA TULA TIONS
Anson Berry
Steve Michel
Proud to have you as Ncos.
Brothers of Beta Theta Pi

f*K

- FEATURING Chjr B'OMtd St«akt jnd
Cftop*
Full CourM F»mlly

L?
fee

12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES 4 WAFFLES
ODin TlltS. !»>•" Sil. 7:30-A
Sundays 7:30-7,00

JK ,^ MrjJI) V

Applications are now being
taken for positions on the
BG NEWS for summer

Bowling Green
State University

MORE THAN 50 applied
for
staff
positions,
according to Fahoury. with
the final staff narrowed
down to eight.
"The final staff is well
qualified,
with
almost

319 E. Wooster
Can stitl offer 2 bdrm. apts.
in 4 different locations —
Prices range from M70 —
$
260 per month/w/special
rates for 3 person occupancy

everyone having previous
journalism experience In
some capacity," Fahoury
said. Almost everyone on
the staff is a journalism or
public relations major.
Fraternities,
sororities
and local merchants will
support the paper through
advertisements and personal
ads. he said.
"Our obligation will be to
greeks
first
and
the
remainder
of
campus,
second," Fahoury said.

"The target date of Oct.
1 was chosen because it will
be the first day of sorority
rush," Fahoury said. The
first issue will promote
upcoming greek events, such
as the Oct. 10 Mud Tug.

^&£
iSP

rW 412 EAST WOOSTER
r BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY i

t^ijv;:^£5^^
■s

* I

Clos«d Monday
412 East Woottor

LEASING FOR FALL

Ridge Manor
519 Ridge St.

3 man
* ITIHII

■

$270 9Vi mo
$250

12m<)

4 man J300
-«* mo.
$
270- 12 mo.

fully furnished
- all utilities paid
CALL 352-0717
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Husband-wife team star behind stage
By Beth Rooney

costume designer for the
upcoming
University
Theater production of "No
Place to be Somebody".
They
have
graduate
assistantships in theater and
when they leave here, they
plan to work together in
theater.
They got their initial
experience at Florida A&M
University,
where
the
budget was low and they
had to use ingenuity to put
a production together.
"We had two sewing
machines in a little room,
and we had no money to go
out and buy material,"
Verdya said.

When one thinks of
successful
husband-wife
teams, names like Masters
and Johns«n or Paul
Newman
and
Joanne
Woodward come to mind.
But almost no one thinks of
Milton and Verdya Bradley
Milton and Verdya are
the scene designer and

HAMPTON
HOUSE
DELUXE
2BDRM
FURNISHED
ARTS.

352-6293

MILTON NOTED that,
although their background
might seem shabby when
compared to the material
and money available in
Bowling Green, it was the

APIS AWML*BI I
I (IKSUMr.'l |(

705 7th STREET

BETWEEN THOSE times
a lot of work is done. He
must design the set and get
the approval of the director
and technical director. He
said some important things
to consider when designing
a set include the lighting,
colors
of
costumes,
entrances and exits, general
action of the characters and
architectural fundamentals.
Milton said. "Colors play
an important role in setting
the
mood
for
a
production." He said he is
using a shade of tan for the
walls of the set because
different skin tones of black
actors makes darker colors
impractical.
Verdya said colors have
importance in costume
design, too. She is using a
color scheme of browns,
blues and grays for most
characters.
And she said costume
design also takes a lot of
work. First, she must get an
idea of what characters
require from the script. She
must draw the fashion plate,
then find or alter patterns

best way to learn their craft.
That background appears
to have helped them here at
the University. Verdya said
she
has
made seven
costumes for the show and
only used material that was
already available in the
costume shop. Milton had
to make five different
designs for the show,
because
his
original
conceptions were under the
influence of his low-budget
days.
But "I enjoyed the
challenge," he said. "Scene
design is interesting to work
in because it makes you
think. So many people have
different ideas about what
should go in a show." He
said his work starts when
the department decides on
the show and ends when
they strike the set after the
last performance.

SHORT AT
THE END
OF THE

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

to achieve the effect she
wants. Then comes the
tewing.
WHEN ASKED about her
motivation, she explained,
"I like working behind the
scene. I'm doing what I
want to do-for me, it's fun.
If they (the audience and
theater department) want to
recognize me, that's good,
but I don't need it."
The Bradleys will finish
their masters degrees in
August. Verdya said, "I
have more to share with
other people because of my
experience here," so she and
Milton plan to teach in a
Mack junior college. They
said most blacks interested
in theater are faced with the
.same monetary problems
they
encountered
in
Florida.
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ABORTION
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QUARTER?

BARGAIN PRICES
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TRY DOMINO'S FOR QUICK,
30 MINUTE SERVICE.
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AND THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWN!

MVH
IN
MMIK AI

Fast Free Delivery
One coupon per puia
E.piros Jun. 11.1976

trom 1616 E. Mooilv
Talaptiona: 3526221
• I'M
f tu Ml

$.45

Off Any Regular Pizza
feeds 1 to 2 people

• M*r.tl>« Mil PWifM <!-■•>
• mmmumnmtiuH
WUHXMATTHMi
TXIUM O'NEAL

lO

m

Address.

$.65

Library & Ed. Media meeting Capital Rm , Union 7-8 p.m.
Fret l> open.
Active Christians TorJay fellowship meeting Commons NE 7
p.m.

3

-I
2■

Fast Free Delivery
From 1816 E. Wocmi.i
Tdaphona:362 5221

BG Judo Club practice/workout Rm. 201 Hayes 7:30-9:30
p.m.
BG Karate Club:
5:30-7:30 p.m.

Goju-Kai

a
9
£
o

LOST AND FOUND
Would the person taking
X-15 camera from Union
Sat. 5/15 please return at
least film. Pictures valuable.
Call collect 278-3156.

H
a.

Phone.

REWARD
finder
of
diamond ring & Timex
watch last wk. 372-2739
Mac E desk.

/Coupon void il not properly filled out

HELP WANTED

The Sisters of

Air>ha Delta Pi:
TERRI
JUDY

BAH
MICHELE
CHERYL

AMY
KATHIE
MUFPIE
JANICE
DIANE
SANDY

GAIL
CINDY
P.P.
PEG
SQUIRT
CAROL
DEB
LINDA
PAULA
M.WRIGHT
MARIANN
SUZANNE

«fifl§p».
i
J
k
|

MELANIE
LYNN
KAREN
DONNA
MARTI

r Vw /OM!

AMY

m^TM

i

POKEY
CHERI
JEAN
J.TUTOLO
DIANE

I

CINDY
D.BLACK
DEBBIE
LINDA
NANCY
LAURIE

SHARON
ELLEN
BETH
BONNIE
JANET
NIBS
FRAN
JUAN TON
KATHY

SUE
VICKI
JOANIE

LINDA
DONNA
CHRISTINE
LISA
LU ANN
COUNT

would like to wish everyone good luck on finals, along with a

special "good luck in tha future" to < .- graduating seniorsi
Terri
Dabble

practice

Rm.

201

Hayes

•

Off Any Large Pizza
feeds 3 to 4 people

Address.

KIM

on your lavaliering with
Beta particle Fred. Alpha
Phi Love and Mine. Boo
Boo.

Tuesday, June 1, 1976

Coupon void it not properly tilled out

One coupon per pi/za
Eipires Jun. 11,1976
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

CO

Phnnp

■iw

Linda
Kathy

Nancy
Atay

Part time work M&F (4.25
to
$5.52
per
hr.
Applications
are
being
accepted tor anticipated
openings
occurin g
throughout
year.
Year
round
work
involved.
Strenous physical excertion,
loading & unloading parcels,
during early morning & late
eve. hrs. Applicants must be
in good physical condition
18 yrs. of age or older & not
otherwise
gainfully
employed. Apply in person
at the Ramada Inn, 2340
South Reynolds, Toledo. O.
43615, Room C, between
the hrs. of 9:30 a.m. & 4:30
p.m. ONLY on Fri. June
4th
1976.
UNITED
PARCEL SERVICE Equal
Opportunity Employer.
Summer Jobs: fork lift
drivers & office work, near
Genoa, Ohio 1-855-8228.
Drivers w/cars & waitresses.
Apply in person. Crusty's
Pizza Pub. 532 E. Wooster.
FREELANCE
COMMERCIAL ARTIST. Must have
exp.
in
cartooning or
children's lllus. Knowt. of
layout (V paste-up helpful;
will be creating posters,
newspaper ads & pt. of
purch. Call Lynn, 475-8615.
Sorority
House
needs
Busboys for next yr. Please
call 372-2840.
2
canoeing
instructions
W.S.I. certified, over 21
preferred
to
teach

mini-course in July in BG 4
wk*. ? sessions oer wk., 3
hrs.
eacn
msioii
inc.
preparation. Send resume &
letter to: Erie-Ana Council,
AYH 304 N. Church St.,
B.G. before June 20. DO
NOT apply in person.
SERVICES OFFERED
EMPA
Emotional
&
Material Pregnancy Aid. We
care. 352-6236 M&F 1-3
p.m. T.. W„ Th.. 6:30-9:30
p.m.
PHOTOS - Passport, I.D.
Applications & portraits.
Call
Hager
Studios.
353-5885.

BG Faculty & Staff: If
you're Greek and willing to
be entered on a roster, send
name, dept.. & affiliation to
Greek Life. 425 S.S. or call
2-2151.
DZ PLEDGES, THANKS
THE
DELTS
FOR
MAKING THEIR EARLY
MORNING SURPRISE A
SUCCESS (YAWN).
Congratulations DZ softbail
team for a great intramural
irj.ui', 0. 2nu place 111 uie
Slg Ep tourney. Love, the
Sisters.
DZ's
want
to
thank
"Coach" Tony for his
support
during
Softball
season.

WANTED:
COOK
TO
COOK
FOR
FRAT.
HOUSE.
APPROX.
48
372-3946 Dan; or 372-3746
Jim.

2 f. to subl. this sum.
2-1617 or 2-1613.
1 m. rmmte. 76-77. 2-3486.
1 f. needed sum. Own rm.
$50/mo. Lynn. 352-3185 or
352-7394.
PERSONALS
Lauren. Welcome to the
family. DZ love, Pam &
Lynne.
Need cash? Will buy used
furniture. Call 686-4445.
BRADLEY
Volkswagen
Don Nader.
Drive one &

The complete
kit car. Call
216-226-1379.
you'll buy one.

Scarlet
Bomber
needs
customers. Call 2-3333.
McGubal - congiatulations

FOR RENT
4 bdrm. house to subl. for
sum. Furn.. $300/mo. E.
Wooster, Call 352-6160.
Apartments & rooms fall &
summer rentals. 352-7365.
CAMPUS MANOR APTS.
505 CLOUGH ST. (Behind
Burger
Chef)
CARTY
APTS. 311 E. Merry St. (Hi
blks.
from
Towers) 2
bdrm-4 man apts. (Will
place 1-2-3 students into an
apt. to fill 4 man apt.)
Summer rates for 1-2-3-4
SUMMER APARTMENTS.
352-4671 or 352-1800.
Apartments & rooms fall &
summer rentals. 352-7365.

Congratulations
Gamma
Phi's on winning the Sig Ep
softbail tourney. The DZ's.

Preferred Properties renting
for summer & fall. Special
sum. rates. $300. For info.
352-9378.

TEKE LINKSTERS - Good
Job - TOLEDO SALUTES
YOU!!!

1 br. Trailer, beside campus,
avail, sum. & fall. 241-9455
late even.

DU's & Alpha Phi's always
equals a great time, thanx.

2 bdrm. turn. apts. w/ac
close to campus. $150/mo.
plus elec. for sum. 352-5239
or 823-7555 after 5.

WANTED
1 f. rmmte. needed for fall
thru sprg. Sum. also avail.
WO/mo. plus util. (ap. $5)
Joanne 352-3287 or Joy,
352-2318.

Parkview Ct.

FOR SALE
1968 Mustang - runs well low mileage. Must sell. Call
Mary, 372-5995 NOW!
Large country home & small
cottage
4
large
out
buildings. 2 plus acres north
of BG. 352-2820.
1968 VW Fastback. Needs
work on engine. $250.
352-4456 Debbie.
Complete
Scuba
diving
outfit. 18 pieces. Many new.
$450. 2-1942.
Sears Sivertone console unit
stereo.
Best
offer.
372-5115.

'71 VW Superbeetle ex.
cond. low mileage. $1475.
Call 353-2415 after 5.

Furn. efficiency to subl.
July 1, for sum. 352-7693
after 7.
3 bdrm. furn. apt. $450 for
the
summ.
inc.
util.
352-5239 or 823-7555 after
5.
1 bdrm. apt. to subl. sum.
qtr. Carpeted, a/c, laund..
810 Fourth. 352-6372.
House to subl. for sum. 510
Ridge. 2-3 people. Util. pd.
V> blk. from campus. Cheap.
Call 2-2386 or 352-7667.
COLORADO
ROCKIES
mtn. home for rent, comp.
turn., sundeck. clubhouse,
pool. V. Starr, 372-2181 or
352-3759.

Mini frig, cubes. Good cond.
$95. Call Kim. 2-4017.

Room for 2 f. students.
Cooking priv. 201 S. College
Dr. Call 352-3472 after 4
p.m.

1971 MGB Al Condition.
Tom.
3521800
or
352-4671.

2 bdrm. furn. apt across
from
Founders.
No.390/sum. 287-4686.

Sears portable dishwasher. 3
yrs.
old.
$30.
Call
352-5498.

House for rent for fall. 720
M.nville. Call 352-9378.

1974 Arlington 12 x 60.
352-6978
excl.
cond.

House to subl. 3 bdrm.-4
man; S2.SO/person util. inc.
See 122 Frazee Ave. after 4.
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Race winner Johnny Rutherford, number two, duels with Uoyd Ruby.

Indy: I winner, 300,000 losers
By Lance Wynn
Photo Editor
INDIANAPOLIS- -Probably the only person in
Indianapolis Sunday with a
good word to say about that
city
was
Johnny
Rutherford.
who
was
declared the winnei of this
yeat's Indianapolis 500 after
rain halted the event shortly
past the halfway point.
The race had been
shaping up as one of the
classic battles in Indy
history when a rainstorm
hit. Rutherford, A.J. Foyt
and Gordon Johncock. all
former "500" winners, were
on the same lap. wrth
Rutherford and Foyt only
one second apart in first and
second positions, when the
yellow (lag came out on the
100th lap because of the
rain.
United States Auto Club
officials slopped lite race
for 24 hours while wailing
for lire rain to slop and the
track to dry. A single tile
* lWTarT wa^^pT^nTfWr^WWr^
the 27 remaining cars placed
un the track in the positions
they held when the rain
slarted.
After a long, miserable
wait
in
Ihe
soggy
'grandstands, ihc moie lhan
300.000 fans present began
to think they might get to
see the race they had
expected. Bui Indianapolis
is not that kind to its
patrons.
AS SOON as the cars had
been brought back onto the
track and the drivers had
begun to prepare for the
restart, the rains returned.
This time, with little chance
that the track, could be
dried out again and with
more showers expected,
race officials decided not to
restart the race and declared
Rutherford the winner.
It was as much of a relief
for the spectators as it must
have been for Rutherford.

For the fans, it meant they
could go home, dry off,
forget the whole thing and
hope for better luck next
year.
For Rutherford, it meant
he had his second Indy 500
win and the $225,000
payoff that goes with It, For
the other drivers who had a
shot at the win. it was
nothing but limitation and
disappointment.
Foyl, a three-time winner
of the "500," has been
trying since l%S to become
the first four-lime winner of
the event. He led several
times in this year's race and.
with u'pairs made to his car
during the interruption, he
should have been in a strong
position lo take the win had
the race been restarted,

third-turn wall on ihe eighth
lap. He was uninjured
Rutheifoid. .i 38 year old
Texan and winnei ot the
1974 race, has always fell
that rain cheated him otll "I
winning last year's nee. He
was running in second place
last year when ram halted

"I feel sorry for A J , but
111 look foi wait] to giving
Inm a chance to win u again
nesr yeai. Rutherford -aid
"Foi whatevei reason, rain
smiled I^I me and I'm in ihe

winnei \ circle tor a second
lime."

The final standings for
ihe race had Foyt finishing
in the second position,
Johncock
third,
Wally
DtUenbadl
fourth, and
Duine "Pancho" Carter
fifth.

Newsphofos by Lance Wynn

JOHNCOCK ALSO was
in position to try for ihe
win. and several of the other
drivers might have been able
to imptovc their positions
Iqyt and Sail Walthgi^ a
'livi^v^Jf Judy veierriBjllBJ^P
Ddyton. felt the track 'trad
bent sufficiently dry for a
icstarl up to one-half hour
before the officials made
their attempt.
•They should have let us
have at least another 20
laps," Wallhcr said. "I know
I could have finished three
positions higher."
However, race officals
disagreed
saying
the
potential safety risk made il
dangerous to chance a
restart.
Most of the fans in
attendance probably would
have agreed with Walther.
ONE
SPECTATOR
pretty well summed up the
feelings of the crowd when
he said, "The only good
tiling youxan say about this
race is that nobody got
hurt." He was right; there
was only one accident in the
race,
when
Roger
McCluskey
hit
the
Rain brought out umbrellas and yellow lights.

A high vantage point provides a good view.

* **k

A souvenir paper provides shelter from the rain.

the race at I ;- miles, giving
the victor] to Bohhv Unset

A radio helps in watching the race.
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Women netters overcome indifferent attitude
Editor's note: The following is the first of i three-part
series tracing the history and development of women's
tennis it Bowling Green.
BySueCaaer
Sports Writer
Women's tennis in the state of Ohio is one of the most
highly organized intercollegiate sports for women. This year
marked the 3Sth annual state tournament for female
netters in the state.
But so what'.'Who cares'"
This indifferent attitude toward women's tennis and
women's sports in general has plagued the woman college
athlete for years, especially here at Bowling Green.

THE STATE tournament has been in existence lor 35
years, but Bowling Green has participated in it for only
approximately twelve years.
Approximately twelve years? The exact number is not
known because no records were kept, including records of
state tournament action and records of individual season
wins and losses. Ask any of the women coaches what their
season records were ten or twelve years and they can't tell
you. Why1
"As coaches we are concerned more with the
development of the athlete as a human being and not with
the team win/loss record," women's swim coach. Jean
Campbell said. "You could lose the game, event, meet,
whatever and still be a winner."
"WE TRY to give Ihe girts experiences which will help in

the total development of their person," women's tennis
coach Janet Parks said. "Social and creative experiences for
example are what we as coaches try to provide."
This notion of developing the total person has long been
the philosophy of women coaches at BG throughout the
years.
In 1962, 30 participants formed Bowling Green's first
organized tennis club for women under the direction of Dr.
Agnes Hooley (Professor, Physical Education and
Recreation).
In those days tennis was concerned a game of the elite
and played more in the East, where Dr. Hooley is from.
Women interested in playing the gime was rare for the
Midwest, and the New York native ran into a few problems.
"WHEN 1 took the club, it was comprised mostly of girls

who just wanted to play tennis," Hooley recalled. "At that
time, .there were seven courts where the Business
Administration Building is now. We had difficulty
sometimes, with the men who could not gel used to women
playing the game.
"They would gel in the way of die action, and I warned
them that they would get hit someday if they weren't
careful." she said.
"No one seemed lo listen until one young man walked
behind a young lady returning a serve and was cut across his
forehead as she was In Ihe middle of her backswing. After
that, the gate was locked when we practiced!"
The club team practiced in the fall among themselves.
There were the beginners, the skilled, and highly talented
just getting together to enjoy the game and the opportunity
to play.
AN "A" and a "B" team were formed, and in the spring
the "A" team, comprised of the more talented players,
would travel to neighbonng slate schools for intercollegiate
competition.
But they didn't travel far. because there wasn't much
competition then nor was there much money, one of the
major setbacks in women's athletics.
The women netters participated in state tournament
action, and Hooley recalls the resulls were about the same
as they arc now. She can not remember the Falcons doing
worse than fourth place.
•
"TENNIS is a great game." Hooley said. "And we were
in it just for the enjoyment. I can't recall how many games
we played each year, but I do remember all the fun we haiL
With so many girls becoming interested in tennis, we fiuav
the better players actually helping and giving instructions to.
those who were just picking up the game."
In 1%8. Di. Hooley turned the tennis club over to Miss
Janet Parks, a new addition to the women's physical
education department at that time.
Parks, a Tennessee native, received her bachelor's degree
from Chattanooga University and her masters from the
University of Illinois before corning to Bowling Green in
1<>6S. Three years later she assumed the responsibility of
tennis 'advisor'

Senior Kim Olson executes a forehand drive, consistent form
which has been practiced by BG women netters for years. Girls of
Olson's ability would have played for Dr. Agnes Hooley's "A"

Swinger

team, girls who travelled for intercollegiate competition in the
1960's. (Newsphoto by Mindy Milligan)

Field hails Memorial tourney
DUBLIN,
Ohio
(AP)-Jack
Nicklaus'
Memorial tournament seems
destined lot greatness.
"I might get fined for
saying this, but I think the
Memorial will be a major
tournament before the TPC,
the Tournament Players
Championship."
said
veteran tourist Jerry McGce.

"Of course I want it to be
a major," Nicklaus has
confided in private.
His public statements .no
mote guarded, however.
AT THE moment, four
events arc recognized as the
major tests of golfing
greatness. They arc the
United Stales Open, the
British Open, the PGA

national championship and
the Masters.
The
three-year-old
Tournament
Playcis
(' hampionshlp
has
■nnounced aspirations for
Inclusion in thai group.
"Really," said Nicklaus,
the game's gieatcst player,
the founder and driving
force behind lliis new event,

Thinclads fall to qualify
with -47
points.
Ihe
The collegiate track and
of
Michigan
field season is over for < University
Bowling Grecn-witb two
added the SIM CCC crown
to iis Big Ten Conference
exceptions.
title won a week ago with
Brian Storm (HX)-mctcr
128 points,
dash) and Tim Zumhaugh
Bui despite winning one
(10.000-mcier run) will be
eveni and placing in seven
the
Falcons'
lone
Others, BG couldn't add any
represcntaiives
at
tins
NCAA qualifiers.
week's NCAA championAlthough he won ihe
ships in Philadelphia. The
dash,
team
Bicentennial title chase 400-tnetei
begins
today
with captain Ron Taylor closed
out a biillanl career with a
competition in the lUevent
47 -I clocking, missing the
decathlon.
And for the remainder of nationals' standard of 46.6.
Junior disi.iiiceiii.iii Gary
the local thinclads. it's wait
until next year following Dcsjatdins fell eight-tenths
the
weekend's
Central of a second slum of his
Collegiate
Conference qualifying time enroute lo
thiid
in
the
(CCC) championships. Or at placing
least for the underclassmen. 1,500-meter run in 3:46.0.
THE FALCONS finished
STROM was third in the
sixth in the 34-tcam field
100 in 10.7 and qualified

for Saturday's 200-metei
dash finals wild a 21.5
preliminary liming, but
scratched from the finals
due to a leg injury.
Olhei placers included:
mile
relay
of
Ivor
Emmanuel,
Randy
Zimmerman, Dan Dunton
and Ron Taylor, illih in
3:14.7; triple jumper Lew
Maclin, third at 47-9; Tim
Zumhaugh. fifth in the
5.000-meter run in 1:52.8
and Jeff Opeit. sixth in Ihe
decathlon
with
6.525
points

"there are only three major
championships- the US and
British Opens and the PGA.
"If, in lime, the press, the
players and the public
accord thai acceptance to
ibis tournament, as the tout
majors, well, thai would be
wonderful."
THOSE who played-and
the field was aboul as good
as any on the tour-were full
of admiration and lavish in
their
praise
of
the
tournainenl operation and

organization

WAYNE
APTS.
DELUXE 2 IIDKM
FURNISHED APTS

CALL FOR APPI.
372-0052
II NOANSWtR
CALL 352-3029

724
Sixth St.

course

FRAZEE AVE APTS.
NOW LEASING
FOR JUNE

.ALL 352-147(
Tomorrow Night!

All the $<
Pizza and
Salad you
can eat

Children
under 6

Family Night Bullet
Wednesday 5 to 9 pm

■a

completely furnished
- 1 Va blocks north.
of Towers

*250 plus electric
352-0717

VILLAGE
STITCHERY
5700 MONROE ST.
STARLITE PLAZA
— SYLVANIA

Special Summer Rates
352-1195

SUMMER VACATION

e>WYW

SUMMER
SPECIAL

CARTY'S SUMMER
RENTALS

2 BEDROOM
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

4 PM — close avery Tuesday gat a
Rib-Eye Dinner for only $1.39 (Reg. $179)

Houses, Apts., Rooms
Excellent Locations
near campus

PONDEROSJf
SQUARE MEAL

mxa>aa»o».

FOR INFORMATION

occupancy - 2 bedroom

OPEN DAILY ,2-6

MOO00 per month
call 352-0717

Fall 4 man/*65
per/person per/mo.

2 full both,

NOW RENTING
FOR SUMMER & FALL QTRS.

*»«e».

707 6th St.

APTS AVAILABLE
FOR I ALL

and.

GREEN VIEW APTS.

214 NAPOLEON RD.

818 7th St.

Central Heating & Air Cond.
All Utilities Pd except electric

particularly,
Ihe
overwhelmingly
difficult
"A first class operation."
said Hale Irwin who losl a
four-hole playoff for the
title to chippei Roger
Mallbie. "Just as you would
expect from Jack." He
called the course, the
Muirfield Village Golf Cluh
layout
designed
and
conslructcd by Nicklaus.
"Magnificent."
Johnny
Miller
used the word
"scary."

RENTING
FOR FALL

352-7365

The time to create your fall wardrobe — Jcnit
or crochet — with beautiful domestic and
imported yarns....

SQUARE DEAL
1544E. WOOSTER
ACROSS FROM THE FOOTBALL STADIUM

Get and early start for those special people
on your Christmas list — needlepoint or
embroider a picture or pillow — latch hook
a rug for floor or wall hanging.
FREE INSTRUCTIONS OFFERED.

THt MOST COMPLETE AND
UNIQUE SHOP IN THE MIDWEST
HOURS! 10:00 to 5:30

883-1777

